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Troyer Haskell Tunnel Trap

Installing the trap is quick and simple.
Step 1) Familiarize yourself with the interior
wire receiver located inside the tunnel by
placing your hand inside the entrance and
with your index finger locate the wire receiver. Place your index finger under the receiver. Your finger will guide the wire directly into
the receiver hole.

Step 4) Slide the shutter over the square
edges of the tunnel’s front from the top down.
The trap door shutter will rest upon the wire.
(See photo above)

IMPORTANT!

If the trap is used without an already built
sparrow nest, fasten a few pieces of nest material to rubber band.

Step 2) Insert your trip wire into any Troyer
Gourd with a Troyer Tunnel by inserting the
trip wire in from the access port.
Step 3) Place the wire into the tunnels trip
wire receiver hole. Push the wire thru the
receiver hole till its out the front, far enough
until it can hold the trap door shutter.

Always be diligent when trapping birds. You
will want to monitor the trap to be sure that
no native species become harmed or
stressed while trapped. To help you remember that you have set the trap, use a wind up
kitchen timer or any other alarm system that
will remind you and set it for 15 minutes.
When the bell rings it will remind you to
check your traps!
When the trap
door is in the
down position the
bird is trapped.
Lower your rack.
Use a large clear
plastic bag over
the tunnel entrance, then lift the
trap door. Tap the
gourd, or carefully insert your hand into the
gourd thru the access door. This should
scare the birds into the bag. Often 2 sparrows are caught in one setting, so don't drop
the bag too quickly, before you are sure you
have all the birds in your bag.
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